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Agenda

Here’s what’s on tap for 
our meeting today

Review and overview

Review recommendations framework

Small group huddle

Group presentations

Discussion and decisions

Closing / Next steps



Review and overview
What are we trying to accomplish today?
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• Denver Plan

• Superintendent Discussion

• Board Presentation

• ELA DAC meeting 3/24

• Review the Public Comment and Teacher 
Advisory Committee comments
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DPS updates

Discussions and 
upcoming opportunities



• Decide on SPF recommendations for 
– Additional Academic Measurements
– Whole Child and Essential Skills
– Climate and Culture (“Other”)

• Recommendations to focus on measurement 
categories, upcoming implementation 
committee to focus on analytics
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Goals for 
today

What we hope to 
achieve together



• Framework document outline
– Purpose
– Feedback

• Additional content development
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Review 
framework 

How will we put together 
our recommendations 
for the Superintendent?



Small group huddle
Reconvene with your working groups
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• Take 25 minutes to finalize your group 
presentations

• Decide who will report on your conclusions
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Group 
huddles



Group presentations
Present your working group’s proposals
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• Each working group will spend a maximum of 
10 minutes presenting its proposal / 
recommendations

• Each working group will take questions from 
the full SPF Committee for 10 minutes

• No Committee decisions will take place until 
each group has had the opportunity to make its 
presentation

• Facilitators will take notes on major points of 
agreement, disagreement, and larger group 
questions for discussion
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Group 
presentations



• Purpose statement -- why is it important to 
evaluate schools in the category you are 
discussing?

• What do you want to measure? Why?
• How will you measure each variable? Would 

your recommendation change based on grade 
level (elementary, middle, high school)?

• What are some potential unintended 
consequences or things to keep in mind during 
implementation of your recommendations?

• How have you accounted for equity? How is that 
vision embedded in the recommendation?
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Presentations

1. Additional Academic 
Measurements
2. Climate and Culture
3. Whole Child and 
Essential Skills



Take a short break
Let’s reconvene in five minutes
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Discussion
Time to discuss our ideas for the future
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Let’s discuss • Review answers to each of the questions by 
group

• Decide on the following (Let’s vote using Slido 
#D418).

– Purpose statement for each of the groups
– Measurement categories

• For notation
– Recommended measurements
– Potential unintended consequences
– Equity accounting

•



Closing and next steps
Where do we go from here?
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• April meeting -- deciding on accountability 
and reporting

• Finalizing the committee recommendations
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Moving 
forward

How will we build on our discussion today?



Thank you for your time
That is all
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